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To be a leading global company
leveraging the power of innovation
to realize an information society
friendly to humans and the earth
NEC Group Corporate
Philosophy

NEC strives through “C&C” to help
advance societies worldwide
toward deepened mutual understanding
and the fulfillment of human potential.
“C&C”: The integration of Computers and Communications

NEC aims to ensure the sustainable development of society
and the NEC Group by implementing The NEC Way.
It is crucial that companies recognize that their existence is
premised on society, and at the same time is part and parcel of
the global environment that is precious to all forms of life on the
earth. NEC seeks to realize “an information society friendly to
humans and the earth,” as set forth in the NEC Group Vision
2017 based on its Corporate Philosophy. To this end, in the
course of daily operations, every employee will rigorously adhere

to corporate ethics and compliance standards, practice the NEC
Group Core Values (what we value and base our behavior on),
and help solve issues faced by customers and society.
Our important social responsibilities also include ensuring full
accountability through the active disclosure of information on
the results of our CSR initiatives and related issues, and
communicating with stakeholders to improve our corporate
activities and build trust.
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To Our Shareholders
In fiscal 2011, NEC continued to face challenging business
conditions, highlighted by the slow recovery of IT investment in
Japan and sluggish investment by overseas telecom carriers.
Furthermore, the Japanese economy was significantly impacted by
the Great East Japan Earthquake in March 2011. As a result, NEC
was unable to achieve its initial business targets for fiscal 2011.
Efforts are underway to recover from the impact of the
earthquake. I wish to send my thoughts and prayers to all those
affected by the disaster. The NEC Group is fully committed to
contribute to quick recovery of the disaster stricken areas.
In fiscal 2011, although consolidated net sales dropped 13.1%
year on year to ¥3,115.4 billion, consolidated operating income
improved ¥6.9 billion from the previous fiscal year to ¥57.8 billion.
However, NEC posted a consolidated net loss of ¥12.5 billion,
¥23.9 billion worse than the net income result in the previous
fiscal year.
In light of these circumstances, NEC has decided not to pay an
annual dividend for fiscal 2011. We deeply regret that we must
report this decision to shareholders.
In February 2010, NEC unveiled its Mid-Term Growth Plan
“V2012—Beyond boundaries, Toward our Vision.” We are
currently pursuing the plan’s three key initiatives: focus on “C&C
Cloud Strategy,” expand global business and create new
businesses. The NEC Group is determined to help Japan
overcome the impact of the disaster earlier this year and recover.
At the same time, NEC is striving to implement speedier
management to realize the NEC Group Vision 2017, with the aim
of enhancing shareholder and corporate value over the medium
and long terms.
We look forward to your continued support and understanding as
we work to reach our goals.

June 2011

NOBUHIRO ENDO
President, NEC Corporation
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Financial Highlights
NEC Corporation and Consolidated Subsidiaries
For the years ended March 31, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010 and 2011

Millions of yen
2007

2008

2009

2010

¥4,652,649
1,213,685
26.1
69,976
16,347
9,128

¥4,617,153
1,155,749
25.0
156,765
112,240
22,681

¥4,215,603
934,469
22.2
(6,201)
(93,171)
(296,646)

¥3,583,148
712,886
19.9
50,905
49,429
11,428

Cash flows from operating activities �����������������������������������
Cash flows from investing activities �����������������������������������
Free cash flows �����������������������������������������������������������������

238,318
(169,676)
68,642

192,302
(135,760)
56,542

27,359
(173,167)
(145,808)

134,816
(41,241)
93,575

 R&D expenses �������������������������������������������������������������������
Capital expenditures (property, plant and equipment) ���������
 Depreciation (property, plant and equipment) ���������������������

334,639
177,480
149,681

352,200
122,577
147,779

346,529
103,142
133,624

275,970
83,098
111,167

Per share data (in yen and U.S. dollars): �����������������������������
   Net income (loss) �����������������������������������������������������������
  Diluted net income ���������������������������������������������������������
   Cash dividends ���������������������������������������������������������������

4.43
4.23
8.00

11.06
10.64
8.00

(146.64)
–
0.00

5.04
4.91
4.00

At year-end:
Total assets �����������������������������������������������������������������������
 Owner’s equity �������������������������������������������������������������������
 Return on equity (%) ���������������������������������������������������������
 Owner’s equity ratio (%) �����������������������������������������������������
Interest-bearing debt ���������������������������������������������������������
 Debt-equity ratio (times) �����������������������������������������������������

3,731,669
1,038,808
0.9
27.8
859,292
0.83

3,526,795
1,004,221
2.2
28.5
800,843
0.80

3,075,378
641,654
–
20.9
925,163
1.44

2,937,644
790,904
1.6
26.9
729,548
0.92

Number of employees �������������������������������������������������������
Number of consolidated subsidiaries ���������������������������������

154,786
342

152,922
334

143,327
328

142,358
310

For the year:
Net sales ���������������������������������������������������������������������������
 Overseas sales �������������������������������������������������������������������
Percentage of overseas sales to consolidated net sales (%) 
 Operating income (loss) �����������������������������������������������������
 Ordinary income (loss) �������������������������������������������������������
Net income (loss) ���������������������������������������������������������������

Notes: 1.	U.S. dollar amounts are translated from yen, for convenience only, at the rate of ¥83 = U.S.$1.
2. Net income (loss) per share is calculated based on the weighted-average number of shares outstanding during each period.
3.	Owner’s equity is the sum of total shareholders’ equity and total valuation and translation adjustments.
4. The debt-equity ratio is calculated by dividing interest-bearing debt by owner’s equity.

Net sales, Percentage of
overseas sales to
consolidated net sales

Operating income (loss),
Operating income ratio

Net income (loss),
Net income ratio

Owner’s equity,
Owner’s equity ratio

(Billion ¥)

(Billion ¥)

(Billion ¥)

(Billion ¥)

6,000.0

200.0
4,652.6 4,617.2

26.1%

1,200.0

20.0

3,583.1

25.0%

22.2%

3,115.4
19.9%

1.9%

100.0

1.4%

70.0 1.5%

50.9
15.4%

1,038.8

22.7

150.0

4,215.6

4,000.0

30.0
3.4%
156.8

57.8

50.0

790.9

0.5%

800.0

0

757.1

26.9%

28.8%

20.9%

0.2%
–0.4%

–0.1%
–6.2

641.7

0.3%

2,000.0
0

28.5%
27.8%

11.4

9.1

10.0

1,004.2

400.0

–12.5
–7.0%
–296.6

0

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

	Net sales
	Percentage of overseas sales to
consolidated net sales
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–50.0

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

	Operating income (loss)
	Operating income ratio

–300.0

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

Net income (loss)
	Net income ratio

0

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

	Owner’s equity
	Owner’s equity ratio

(At year end)

Overview of Business Results for the Fiscal Year
Ended March 2011
Millions of
U.S. dollars
2011

2011

$37,535
5,775
697
0
(151)

13.6
–99.9
–

33,660
(146,244)
(112,584)

406
(1,762)
(1,356)

–75.0
–
–

176,514
52,850
62,097

2,127
637
748

–36.0
–36.4
–44.1

(4.82)
–
0.00

(0.06)
–
0.00

–
–
–

Operating income ¥57.8 billion (improved ¥6.9 billion year on year)
Net loss
¥12.5 billion (¥23.9 billion worse year on year)
On the earnings front, operating income improved to ¥57.8 billion despite
worsening profitability in the IT Services business and Personal Solutions
business. This was mainly the result of the deconsolidation of NEC Electronics
Corporation, which recorded an operating loss in the previous fiscal year. Another
contributing factor was improved profitability in the Platform business.
NEC posted a net loss of ¥12.5 billion, representing a change of ¥23.9 billion
from net income in the previous fiscal year. This was mainly due to the recording
of equity in losses of affiliates and a smaller gain on sales of subsidiaries and
affiliates’ stocks.
Segment Sales (Composition)

Personal
Solutions
Business
766.5

–7.4

8,142

(25%)
Social
Infrastructure
Business
318.8 billion yen
(10%)

115,840
283

Platform
Business
375.8

Fiscal 2011
net sales:
¥3,115.4 billion

billion yen

Segment Operating Income (Loss)

IT Services Business
804.2 billion yen
(26%)

Others
244.7 billion yen
(8%)

–10.5
–4.3

31,674
9,121

¥3,115.4 billion (down 13.1% year on year)

Net sales were ¥3,115.4 billion, down ¥467.7 billion year on year. This decrease
mainly reflected the deconsolidation of NEC Electronics Corporation (currently
Renesas Electronics Corporation), which previously conducted the NEC Group’s
semiconductor business, slow recovery in IT investment in Japan, and the impact
of the Great East Japan Earthquake.

–13.1%
–32.8

¥3,115,424
479,349
15.4
57,820
41
(12,518)

2,628,931
757,054
–
28.8
675,798
0.89

Net sales

Percent
change
2011/2010

billion yen

(12%)
Carrier Network
Business
605.4 billion yen
(19%)

Carrier Network Business
40.7
billion yen

IT Services
Business
21.4

Fiscal 2011
operating
income:
¥57.8 billion

Social
Infrastructure
Business
14.6

billion yen

Platform
Business
8.9

billion yen

Others
7.3

billion yen

billion yen

Personal Solutions Business
–1.9 billion yen

Note: Expenses other than the above include
general and administrative expenses of divisions
that are not affiliated with any segment and basic
research and fundamental development expenses.

Interest-bearing debt,
Debt-equity ratio

R&D expenses,
R&D expenses ratio

Capital expenditures

cash flows

(Billion ¥)

(Billion ¥)

(Billion ¥)

(Billion ¥)

200.0

300.0

1,000.0

400.0

925.2
859.3
800.8

800.0

334.6
1.44
times 729.5

0.92
times

0.83
times

400.0

346.5

177.5

238.3
192.3

675.8

600.0

352.2

300.0
7.2%

0.89

times

150.0

276.0
7.6%

200.0

8.2%

7.7%

200.0
122.6

176.5

134.8
103.1

5.7%

100.0

0.80
times

100.0

83.1

68.6

100.0

50.0

0
–169.7

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

(At year end)

0

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

	R&D expenses
	R&D expenses ratio

0

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

–200.0

–112.6

–41.2
–135.8

	Interest-bearing debt
	Debt-equity ratio

33.7

52.9

200.0

0

93.6
56.5
27.4

–145.8

–146.2

–173.2

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

	Cash flows from operating activities
	Cash flows from investing activities
	Free cash flows
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Message from the President
Management Perspective on Business Strategies
Progress on Mid-Term Growth Plan “V2012” and Measures Ahead
1. Mid-Term Growth Plan “V2012” and Fiscal 2011 Results
2. Fiscal 2011 Main Initiatives and Performance
(1) Focus on “C&C Cloud Strategy”
(2) Expand global business
(3) Create new businesses

3. Fiscal 2012 Outlook

1.

Mid-Term Growth Plan “V2012” and Fiscal 2011 Results

Guided by the NEC Group Vision 2017, NEC aims

customer-driven solutions leveraging its competitive

“to be a leading global company leveraging the

strengths in the integration of IT and network.

power of innovation to realize an information society

Accordingly, the NEC Group formulated its Mid-

friendly to humans and the earth.” In February

Term Growth Plan “V2012—Beyond boundaries,

2010, the NEC Group set its medium-term policy of

Toward our Vision.”

realizing the NEC Group Vision 2017 through

“V2012” Management Targets and
Fiscal 2011 Business Performance

“V2012” is a milestone for achieving
the NEC Group Vision 2017

2017

(Billion ¥)

2012

NEC Group Vision 2017
To be a leading global company
leveraging the power of innovation
to realize an information society
friendly to humans and the earth

Net sales
 Overseas sales
  Overseas sales ratio
Operating income
  Operating income ratio
Net income (loss)
Return on equity (ROE)

FY2010/3

FY2011/3

FY2013/3

Results

Results

Targets

3,583.1

3,115.4

4,000.0

712.9

479.3

1,000.0

19.9%*

15.4%

25%
200.0

50.9

57.8

1.4%

1.9%

5.0%

11.4

–12.5

100.0

1.6%

—

10%

* 15.6% excluding the semiconductor business
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In fiscal 2011, the “V2012” plan’s first year, the

three key initiatives of the “V2012”: Focus on the

global economy on the whole moved closer to a

“C&C Cloud Strategy,” expand global business, and

self-sustaining recovery, mainly due to continuing

create new businesses. As a result, NEC started to

economic growth in China, India and other

produce results, including winning projects or joining

emerging countries, along with stimulus measures

field trials in each of these key initiatives. Additionally,

in developed countries that supported their

NEC integrated its mobile handset business with

economies. This was despite persistently high

Casio Hitachi Mobile Communications Co., Ltd., in a

unemployment rates in the U.S., European nations

move designed to enhance the competitiveness of

and other developed countries, and the financial

this business. NEC also reached a strategic

crisis affecting certain European countries.

partnership agreement concerning integration of the

The Japanese economy saw consumer income

PC business with Lenovo Group Limited. Looking

and employment conditions remain difficult, and did

back at the past year, however, NEC has yet to fully

not see a full-fledged recovery in capital investment.

address outstanding issues such as developing a

However, manufacturing output gradually improved

global business network. We must also speed up the

on the back of recovering exports, while consumer

execution of business expansion measures, including

spending also increased steadily influenced by

development of new products and services.

economic stimulus measures. Nevertheless,

In fiscal 2011, our business performance fell far

economic activity was hit hard by the devastating

short of our initial forecast, and we were thus

Great East Japan Earthquake in March 2011, not to

unable to achieve the targets as set in the plan.

mention the accompanying disruptions to production

As the president of NEC, I deeply regret that the

and distribution, power shortages and other impacts.

Company posted a net loss and has decided to

In this business environment, NEC worked on the

pay no dividend for fiscal 2011.

Nobuhiro Endo
President, NEC Corporation

NEC Corporation
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2.

Fiscal 2011 Main Initiatives and Performance

Although NEC finished fiscal 2011 on a disappointing

governments to provide or use cloud services. The

note in terms of business results, we are starting to

third area is the Platform business for developing

see real progress toward the “V2012” objectives.

foundations supporting the first two areas. NEC

Examples include battery and smart grid initiatives in

aims to expand sales of “C&C Cloud Strategy”

new businesses, a stronger global business network,

related businesses, including outsourcing and

and winning and implementing advanced cloud

wireless broadband access.

computing projects. I would like to highlight some of our
main initiatives and progress in the pages that follow.

In fiscal 2011, NEC reported net sales of
approximately ¥450.0 billion from “C&C Cloud
Strategy” related businesses, mainly reflecting

(1) Focus on “C&C Cloud Strategy”

increased wireless broadband access sales, in

NEC will pursue the “C&C Cloud Strategy” in three

addition to sales growth in the Cloud Service

main areas. The first area is the Cloud Service

business, the Cloud System Implementation

business for providing secure and reliable services to

business and other areas.

enterprises and governments. The second area is

Specifically, NEC provided cloud services in many

the Cloud System Implementation business for

different fields, such as core systems for local

developing systems for enterprises and

governments and inter-hospital information sharing

Progress with key initiatives
Key initiatives

“C&C
Cloud
Strategy”

Fiscal 2011 Main Initiatives and Performance

[Japan]
•D
 eveloped the key area of core systems, created new businesses with
customers, created diverse service menu for small and medium-sized
enterprises and organizations
• Provided comprehensive solutions for LTE services
[Overseas]
• Developed network for global business expansion

Expand
global
business

• Established a regional headquarters in Latin America, thereby
establishing “One NEC” formation in 5 regions
• Established competence centers in key areas
[Batteries]
• Commenced mass production of automotive lithium-ion rechargeable
batteries (electrodes)

Create new
businesses • Participated in various smart grid trials

[Devices]
• Launched smartphones and tablet devices
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“C&C Cloud strategy”
Activities/Achievements

● Ticketless service for Shiki
Theatre Company
● Integrated hotel cloud service for
Nippon View Hotel Co., Ltd.
● CRM cloud system for Sugi
Holdings Co., Ltd.

Government,
Public and
Healthcare
Retail and
Services

● Financial accounting cloud service for 10 cities, towns, and
villages in Yamanashi Prefecture
● Core cloud service system for 7 cities and towns in Nara
Prefecture
● Core cloud service system for local governments in three
towns in Kasuya, Fukuoka Prefecture
● Educational cloud system for Sennan City
● Collaboration with SANYO Electric Co., Ltd. on a regional
medical care solution
● SaaS-based electric medical records system for Tamashima
Daiichi Hospital in Kurashiki City, Okayama Prefecture

Finance
B

Manufacturing
● Cloud oriented accounting service for
EXEDY Corporation
● Collaboration on core cloud system
with four construction companies
● Collaboration with Sumitomo Forestry
Co., Ltd.; SaaS for the housing industry

Telecom
and Media

● Collaboration with Sumitomo Life
Insurance Company on cloud service
● Private cloud for Sumitomo Mitsui
Banking Corporation
● Collaboration with Telefonica on cloud business in
Latin America
● Collaboration with South Korea’s Shinsegae Group
in digital signage
● Contributions to NTT DOCOMO, INC.’s LTE-based
mobile phone service, “Xi™”
● Participation in KDDI Corporation’s field trial of LTE
● Collaboration with KDDI Corporation on mobile
cloud service

services, leveraging its track record, technology and

(2) Expand Global Business

expertise in both IT and network fields. Furthermore,

NEC is targeting overseas sales of ¥1.0 trillion,

NEC rigorously overhauled business processes

and raising the overseas sales ratio to 25% of our

throughout the group, and integrated its core IT

consolidated net sales in fiscal 2013.

systems for accounting, sales, and purchasing into

In fiscal 2011, NEC reported overseas sales of

a cloud computing environment in order to raise

¥479.3 billion, representing 15.4% of consolidated

operational efficiency and reduce operating costs.

net sales. This was mainly the result of lower sales

The new systems were brought fully online in fiscal

from the Carrier Network business, as well as the

2011. Looking ahead, NEC intends to set up

deconsolidation of NEC Electronics Corporation

such systems for its customers by applying the

(currently Renesas Electronics Corporation), which

technologies and expertise it has gained in the

conducts the semiconductor business.

course of implementing and operating its own new

In fiscal 2011, NEC promoted business

core systems. We also worked hard to create new

development driven by local leadership in line with

business models through collaboration with

the characteristics of its key regions, namely APAC

customers. For example, we broadly provided

(Asia Pacific), Greater China, EMEA (Europe, Middle

cloud computing services for enterprise systems

East, Africa), and North America. These efforts

combining NEC’s cloud computing-related

were led by regional management companies

technology and customers’ business expertise.

(regional headquarters) in each region. With the

 Efforts were also directed at fortifying our business

establishment of a regional headquarters in Latin

infrastructure for providing cloud computing and

America in April 2011, NEC now has “One NEC”

many other services. We upgraded and expanded

formation in 5 regions.

data centers while developing and optimizing
common IT platforms.

To accelerate global business expansion,
competence centers were also established to

NEC Corporation
Annual Report 2011
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centralize technologies and expertise in each

Green business—a new growth area. In fiscal 2011,

business, and develop regional-driven solutions.

NEC commenced full-scale mass production of

Businesses include the Carrier Cloud business,

electrodes, a core component of these batteries. In

which supports the provision of cloud-based

addition, NEC developed networked charging

services to subscribers by telecom carriers; the

facilities linked to a cloud-based system. These

public safety business, including fingerprint and

charging facilities will assist the deployment of

other biometric identification for facility access

charging infrastructure over a wide area in support

control and immigration control solutions; and the

of the uptake of electric vehicles. During the fiscal

femtocell business. Femtocells are ultra-compact

year, NEC conducted trials aimed at enhancing the

wireless base stations that are installed indoors.

practicality of the system and promoting
standardization of communications protocols with
cloud-based systems.

(3) Create New Businesses
NEC is promoting the development of an automotive

Furthermore, NEC began taking steps to enter

lithium-ion rechargeable battery business together

the smart grid market. One initiative was the

with Nissan Motor Co., Ltd. in the Smart Energy and

development of a large-scale energy storage

Fortifying NEC’s Global Network
(Five Regional Headquarters And competence centers)
Speedy business
operations

Aggregate customer needs in each region
and provide solutions from Japan

● Competence center for
Femtocells (England)

Clarification of
responsibility and authority

EMEA

North
America

Greater
China

● Competence center for
Carrier Cloud (Spain)

APAC
● NEC Biometrics Excellence
Center in Bangalore (India)

Expand business
know-how from the
competence center to
each region

● Competence center for
public safety solutions
(Singapore)

●N
 EC Latin
America S.A.
established

Latin
America

●C
 ompetence center for public
safety solutions (Argentina)

Global Business Activities/Achievements
● Automated postal services
systems for Norway Post
● Culling, Facing, Cancelling
and Revenue-protection
(CFCR) systems in
the Netherlands
● Digital terrestrial TV broadcast
transmitters in Bulgaria
● SaaS services for Telefonica
● Automated Fingerprint
Identification System for the
National Visa Information
System for the Greek Ministry
of Foreign Affairs
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● Collaboration with Neusoft Corporation on cloud services
● Medical information system solutions for hospital in Chongqing
● RFID temperature traceability system for Jointown
Pharmaceutical Group Co., Ltd.
●P
 OS systems for new terminal building at the Guangzhou
Baiyun International Airport
● IP telephony system for InterContinental Hotels & Resorts Shanghai Expo
● IP-based telephone and television system solutions for Mandarin Oriental, Macau
●C
 ollaboration on LTE infrastructure business with Wuhan Research Institute of
Post and Telecommunications (WRI) of China
● Global IT system for Shiseido Co., Ltd.
● Collaboration with SAP AG on cloud service
● Collaboration with SomaLogic,
Inc. in aptamer-related business
● Major submarine cable system project:
● Collaboration with Intel Corporation
Asia Submarine-cable Express (ASE)
and Microsoft Corporation on digital signage
● Major submarine cable system project:
● Cloud computing-based education system for San
South-East Asia Japan Cable (SJC) system
Juan Province Ministry of Education, Argentina
● LTE field trial with Singapore
● Medical equipment location management system
Telecommunications Ltd. (SingTel)
for Albert Einstein Hospital

New Business Activities (Battery, Smart Grid)
Thermal,
hydroelectric,
and nuclear power

Power distribution,
substations

Commercial
buildings, factories
and data centers

Housing
complexes

Houses,
stores, etc.

EV (Electric Vehicle) Activities
<EV Infrastructure>
Commercial facilities

(convenience stores, gas stations, etc.)
Renewable energy
Renewable
energy

● Started field trial of transfer blocking system for distributed power with
Chugoku Electric Power Co., Inc.
(Information and ● Formed a business partnership with SEKISUI CHEMICAL CO., LTD. in the
Communication
“smart house” field
Technology)
● Promoted membership-based charging service for electric vehicles (EVs)
Activities
● Started EV car sharing field trial with EV driving information.

ICT

Energy
Storage
Activities

● Worked with Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) of the U.S. to test a
large-scale electricity storage system using NEC’s large-capacity lithium-ion
rechargeable battery storage system
● Agreed to cooperate with Enel Distribuzione on next-generation smart grid
and smart cities
● Joint development of building energy management systems using lithiumion rechargeable batteries with Meidensha Corporation.

Charging facilities
● Charging facility trials in Oregon
(U.S.)
● Charging facility trials with
ENEOS and others
Electric
vehicles
● Commenced mass production of
electrodes for automotive lithiumion rechargeable batteries

system that will enhance power usage efficiency by

actively conducted trials of energy management

temporarily storing surplus electricity in the power

systems that optimize energy usage at commercial

distribution grid—the infrastructure that links power

facilities and homes.

supply facilities such as power stations with end

Meanwhile, in the field of multifunctional devices,

users including commercial facilities, plants and

NEC launched an Android™ smartphone, while

homes. Together with partner companies, NEC also

upgrading and extending its lineup of tablet devices.

3.

Fiscal 2012 Outlook

NEC has started to see some positive developments

information and diversification in the type of

in the business environment, despite an unclear IT

information obtained from sensors, devices and

investment outlook in Japan and other uncertainties.

various other sources will touch off explosive

One example is burgeoning data traffic in step with

growth in data traffic. Data processing platforms

the rapid penetration of smartphones. This influx of

based on the integration of IT and network for

data traffic is helping to drive growth mainly in NEC’s

processing even larger amounts of data at an even

Carrier Network business.

faster rate will come to play an increasingly

With strengths in both IT and network, NEC sees

important role. Until now, data usage (data collection,

steady progress with the adoption of cloud computing

processing and visualization) was limited to specific

as an opportunity for business expansion. Looking

companies and business sectors. However, if vast

ahead, advances in the digitization of all kinds of

amounts of data can be collected and processed in
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real time due to advances in the “cloud,” it should

Partnerships with overseas companies will also be

spur the creation of new services through alliances

strengthened to expand sales on a global scale.

crossing industry and business sector lines. These

Turning to global business, NEC will promote

new services that employ dynamically generated

local business leadership from its five regional

data will be used via various terminals connected to

headquarters around the world. At the same time,

the “cloud.”

we will accelerate the transfer of authority to local

In this context, in the “C&C Cloud Strategy” related

overseas subsidiaries while implementing personnel

business, NEC will enhance the range of its cloud

management that result in greater appointment of

services tailored to each type of operation in

local staff to management positions. The goal is to

government, manufacturing, retail distribution and

drive business expansion through speedy decision-

other sectors, with the aim of expanding business.

making. Our efforts will be focused on high-growth

Furthermore, NEC intends to fully apply the

areas, including education, the Smart Energy and

technology and expertise gained by shifting its own

Green business, healthcare, and public safety,

core IT systems to a cloud environment. NEC seeks

especially in Asia and other emerging markets.

to win orders for cloud-based service projects

In new businesses, NEC will first sharpen its

underpinning customers’ core operations. NEC will

competitiveness in the automotive lithium-ion

also promote the “C&C Cloud Strategy” by providing

rechargeable battery business it is developing with

cloud services in a mobile environment based on

Nissan Motor Co., Ltd., with the view to boosting

wireless technologies, one of NEC’s key strengths.

sales further. We will strive to apply the findings of

Providing “All-in-one” Cloud-based Services, Platforms and Devices
Services for
telecom carriers

Data

Services for
enterprises

Services for
consumers

Digitization of information
of every kind
Data

Data

Services for
governments

Data

Data

IT platforms and network
Sensors and devices

Mobile cloud services

Sensors and devices

via a variety of devices

Realize “an information society friendly to humans and the earth”
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trials of large-scale power storage systems for

The NEC Group will also help to implement

power distribution facilities and energy management

measures that lead to more efficient use of energy.

systems for homes and commercial facilities to the

Measures include the energy storage system

development of solid businesses.

utilizing the technology of the NEC Group’s lithium-

The NEC Group is committed to contribute to

ion rechargeable batteries, energy management

recovery efforts in support of people in areas

systems that optimize energy usage in commercial

devastated by the Great East Japan Earthquake.

facilities and homes, and energy-efficient products

Working as “One NEC,” the entire NEC Group will

such as eco-friendly servers, as well as related

marshal its collective technological resources and

technologies and expertise.

assets to this end.
Specifically, NEC will do its utmost to develop

The NEC Group will put its full weight behind these
efforts to realize “an information society friendly to

robust ICT (Information and Communications

humans and the earth,” while driving business

Technology) infrastructure which will entail the

expansion. Furthermore, NEC works to enhance

rebuilding of communications infrastructure in

quality and cost efficiency in its effort to improve

preparation. It will also supply cloud services that

profitability. We look forward to your continued

enable access to information systems anywhere,

support and understanding as we endeavor to

anytime via networks. Through these measures, NEC

reach these goals.

will strive to make society safer and more secure.
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At a Glance
NEC Corporation and Consolidated Subsidiaries
Net sales, operating income (loss) and composition of sales are financial results for the year ended March 31, 2011.

IT SERVICES
BUSINESS
NET SALES
OPERATING
INCOME

PLATFORM
BUSINESS

804.2
21.4

composition
OF SALES

billion yen

NET SALES

billion yen

OPERATING
INCOME

26%

CARRIER NETWORK
BUSINESS

375.8
8.9

composition
OF SALES

billion yen

NET SALES

billion yen

OPERATING
INCOME

12%

composition
OF SALES

605.4
40.7

billion yen
billion yen

19%

Major Products and Services

Major Products and Services

Major Products and Services

	Systems Integration
(Systems Implementation, Consulting)
 Maintenance and Support
	Outsourcing/Cloud Services
(Data Center Services, IT Operation
Management, SaaS, PaaS)

n IT Platforms
	Hardware
		PC Servers, UNIX Servers,
Mainframes, Supercomputers,
Storage and ATMs
Software
		Integrated Operation Management,
Application Server, Security, Operating
System (OS) and Database Software
n	Enterprise Network Solutions
		IP Telephony Systems,
WAN/Wireless Access Equipment,
LAN Products

n	Network Infrastructure
(Wireless Communications Systems,
Fixed-line Communications Systems)
Backbone Network Systems
		Optical Transmission Systems,
Submarine Cable Systems,
Routers/Switches
	Access Network Systems
		Wireless Broadband Access
(Mobile Phone Base Stations),
Mobile Backhaul (“PASOLINK”),
Broadband Access (FTTx)
n Services & Management
		Network Operation Support
Systems (OSS)/Business Support
Systems (BSS), Network Control
Platform Systems, Network Service
Delivery Platform Systems

Major Consolidated Subsidiaries

Major Consolidated Subsidiaries

Major Consolidated Subsidiaries

NEC Soft, Ltd.
NEC System Technologies, Ltd.
NEC Nexsolutions, Ltd.
NEC Fielding, Ltd.

NEC Infrontia Corporation
NEC Computertechno, Ltd.

NEC Communication Systems, Ltd.
NEC Network Products, Ltd.
NEC Networks & System Integration Corporation

	Solutions by Business Sector/
Industry
n	Government/Public/Healthcare:
Systems for Central Government Ministries,
Electric Medical Record Systems
n	Finance/Telecom/Media:
Bank Settlement Systems,
Systems for Broadcasters
n	Manufacturing:
Production Management Systems,
Sales Management Systems
n	Retail/Services:
Retails Systems for Stores and Head Offices,
Distribution Management Systems
	Cross-Industry Solutions

		Public Safety, Digital Signage and
RFID Solutions
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SOCIAL
INFRASTRUCTURE
BUSINESS
NET SALES
OPERATING
INCOME

composition
OF SALES

318.8
14.6

PERSONAL
SOLUTIONS
BUSINESS

billion yen

NET SALES

billion yen

OPERATING
LOSS

10%

composition
OF SALES

OTHERS

766.5
–1.9

billion yen

NET SALES

billion yen

OPERATING
INCOME

25%

244.7
7.3

composition
OF SALES

billion yen
billion yen

8%

Major Products and Services

Major Products and Services

Major Products and Services

n	Broadcasting and Video Distribution
Systems
Digital Terrestrial TV Transmitters,
Studio Systems
n	Control Systems
Postal/Logistics Automation Systems,
ITS Telematics Systems,
Industry Computers
n	Transportation and Public Network
Systems
Train Radio Systems,
Smart Building Management Systems
n	Fire and Disaster Prevention Systems
Fire-fighting Command Systems,
Disaster Prevention Radio Systems
n	Aerospace and Defense Systems
Air Traffic Control Systems,
Satellite Systems,
Uncooled Infrared Sensors

n Smartphones and Mobile Phones
n PCs
n Tablet Devices
n Mobile Routers and Wireless Routers
n “BIGLOBE” Internet Services
n	Display Solutions
(Monitors, Projectors, Public Displays for
Digital Signage)

n	Lithium-ion Rechargeable Batteries
n	Electronic Components
n	Lighting Equipment

Major Consolidated Subsidiaries

Major Consolidated Subsidiaries

Major Consolidated Subsidiaries

NEC Engineering, Ltd.
NEC TOSHIBA Space Systems, Ltd.
NEC Network and Sensor Systems, Ltd.
Nippon Avionics Co., Ltd.

NEC CASIO Mobile Communications, Ltd.
NEC BIGLOBE, Ltd.
NEC Access Technica, Ltd.
NEC Display Solutions, Ltd.
NEC Mobiling, Ltd.

NEC TOKIN Corporation
NEC Lighting, Ltd.
NEC Energy Devices, Ltd.
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review of operations
IT Services Business
NEC supplies government agencies and private-sector companies with a
range of IT services covering system implementation, maintenance and
support, and outsourcing, as well as cloud services. Using its extensive
experience in building highly reliable systems backed by state-of-the-art
IT and network technologies, NEC aims to realize an information society
friendly to humans and the earth.
Takaaki Shimizu
Senior Vice President

Sales

Operating income,
Operating income ratio

(Billion ¥)
1,000.0

(Billion ¥)
933.8

866.3

60.0
804.2

51.8

53.2

800.0

6.1%

40.0

600.0

5.6%
21.4

400.0

2.7%

20.0

200.0
0

2009

2010

2011

0

2009

2010

2011

	Operating income
	Operating income ratio

Fiscal 2011 Performance and
Main Accomplishments
Business segment sales declined 7.2% year on year to
¥804.2 billion, despite steady growth in the “Cloud Service”
business and outsourcing services. This decrease was
mainly due to a delayed recovery in domestic IT investment
and fewer large projects than in the previous year.
Operating income decreased ¥31.8 billion year on year
to ¥21.4 billion. This decrease mainly reflected the drop in
sales, worsening profitability from stiffer price competition,
and larger loss from loss-making projects.
In fiscal 2011, NEC worked to expand its key Cloud
Service business. As a result, NEC began providing a cloud
service platform to Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corporation,
in addition to offering a core operating system as a cloud
service to 7 cities and towns in Nara Prefecture and 10
cities, towns, and villages in Yamanashi Prefecture.
Furthermore, NEC strove to upgrade and expand its
Software as a Service (SaaS) menu for specific business
sectors, drawing on its experience in systems implementation
for various customers. Examples included an electronic
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medical record service for small hospitals, and a
comprehensive cloud service for hotels, which includes a
hotel guest reservation system, digital signage system, and
an IP telephony system. Another example was a library
administration and operations system for universities.
In the public safety business, NEC delivered an
automated fingerprint identification system for use in visa
information systems to the Greek Ministry of Foreign
Affairs. NEC also delivered core information systems and
digital signage systems to the new International Terminal
Building at Tokyo International Airport (Haneda). In these
and other ways, NEC made progress in new business
domains where future growth is expected.
For Further Growth
The medium-term market outlook indicates further
advancement in cloud computing and expanding demand
for IT in emerging countries. Based on this outlook, NEC is
focused on expanding its “Cloud Service” business and
global business.

R&D expenses,
R&D expenses ratio

Capital expenditures

(Billion ¥)

(Billion ¥)

12.0
0.8%

9.0

0.9%

7.6

8.0

6.0

6.6

4.4

6.0

4.0

3.0

2.0

0

2010

	R&D expenses
	R&D expenses ratio

2011

0

3.6

2010

2011

In the “Cloud Service” business, NEC is creating new
businesses that utilize cloud computing as its customers’
partner in innovation.
These efforts have already seen NEC provide an asset
management system to Sumitomo Life Insurance Company
as a cloud service, in partnership with Sumitomo Life
Information Systems Co., Ltd. Efforts are also under way to
provide the same service to various financial institutions.
These efforts will be expanded going forward. Together
with customers, NEC plans to create cloud systems for
specific industries, as well as clouds that link different
business sectors, by leveraging its signature strengths in
ubiquitous technology, integrated IT/network technologies
and other areas.
In the core systems area, NEC has transformed the
large-scale core IT systems underpinning the entire NEC
Group into cloud-based systems. NEC is now applying this
experience horizontally, with the view to help customers
reduce their own IT-related operating costs. NEC is already
producing results in this area. It has transformed the core
operating system for the construction industry into a cloud
service together with four construction companies (Tokyu
Construction Co., Ltd., Takenaka Civil Engineering &
Construction Co., Ltd., JDC Corporation and Tsuchiya
Corporation). NEC now intends to accelerate these
initiatives with the aim of driving future business expansion.
In the global business, NEC is working to create locally
born solutions closely linked to the needs of each region
around the world.
In collaboration with SomaLogic, Inc. of the U.S., NEC is
harnessing its bioinformatics technology to develop a nextgeneration blood testing service for pharmaceutical
companies and research institutes. In the future, NEC is

NEC is creating new businesses that utilize cloud
computing as its customers’ partner in innovation

New businesses emerging from clouds

Creating new business models together

NEC
• Cloud-related technologies
• Ubiquitous IT/network
technologies
• Multifaceted business
expertise

Customers
• Business expertise/
operations expertise,
applications
• Sales channels

NEC digital signage systems at the International
Terminal Building of the Tokyo International
Airport (Haneda)

NEC Cloud Plaza

Promote localization of businesses and solutions,
in addition to Japan-led initiatives
Japan-led expansion model
(point-by-point expansion)

Locally born solution expansion
model (linear and horizontal expansion)
Global solution

Local solution

Command center
for global
cooperation

looking to expand this initiative into the personal healthcare
services market.
Furthermore, NEC possesses world-class fingerprint
identification, facial recognition and other biometrics
technologies in the public safety business. Based on
these technologies, NEC aims to expand business into
the social infrastructure area mainly by providing national
ID systems and immigration control systems primarily to
emerging countries.
In other areas, NEC is seeing the first signs of growth
from new businesses that will drive future global expansion.
Examples include an RFID solution project in greater China,
and a payment service for financial institutions in the AsiaPacific region. Looking ahead, NEC will utilize its cloudoriented data centers in five global regions to convert such
locally born solutions into global services.
NEC will continue working to drive business expansion
in these key areas, while continuously promoting SI
innovation activities in order to enhance profitability in the
SI business.
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Platform Business
NEC supplies government agencies and enterprises with products essential
to the implementation of IT systems and enterprise network systems,
such as servers, storage, software and IP telephony systems. Based on
its extensive track record, NEC is committed to providing highly reliable
and energy-efficient platform products to help realize safe, secure,
convenient and eco-friendly IT systems.
Masato Yamamoto
Senior Vice President

Operating income (Loss), environments. In PC servers, NEC has held the No. 1*1
Operating income ratio share of volume shipment in the Japanese market for 15

Sales
(Billion ¥)
500.0

(Billion ¥)
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15.0
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11.5

375.8

400.0

8.9

10.0

300.0

2.4%

2.4%

5.0
200.0
0

100.0
0

–1.7

2009
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2011

–5.0

2009

–0.5%

2010

2011

	Operating income (loss)
	Operating income ratio

Fiscal 2011 Performance and
Main Accomplishments
Business segment sales increased 0.6% year on year to
¥375.8 billion. This was mainly due to steady growth of
software sales such as virtualization through server
integration and for cloud computing platforms, despite a
decrease in sales of hardware, including servers.
The segment posted operating income of ¥8.9 billion,
an improvement of ¥10.6 billion from an operating loss in
the previous year. This mainly reflected continuous cost
reductions and efficient development spending, in addition
to the increase in sales.
In fiscal 2011, NEC upgraded and extended its product
line up addressing needs in the cloud computing era.
Based on “REAL IT PLATFORM Generation2,” a vision for
IT platforms supporting cloud computing, NEC rolled out
the “Express5800/ECO CENTER Series” of energy-efficient
servers for data centers, which reduce power consumption
by up to around 70% compared with conventional servers.
Another product was “WebSAM Cloud Manager” software
for streamlining operation and management in cloud
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consecutive years. NEC also won No.1 ranking in the
customer satisfaction survey*2 for its integrated operation
management and service execution platform software.
Turning to network products, NEC captured the No. 1
share*3 of the Japanese enterprise telephony market and
the No. 3 share*3 of the corresponding worldwide market.
Notably, NEC was selected as the preferred network
solution vendor by Taj Group Hotels, one of India’s luxury
hotel chains, and won orders for an IP telephony system
based on NEC’s “UNIVERGE SV8000 Series”
communication server.
For Further Growth
As the shift to cloud computing takes hold, the role of
platforms is expected to become increasingly important.
In response, NEC aims to drive further growth in its
operations by focusing on three priority businesses: the
unified communication (UC) business, common
infrastructure for cloud business and server business.

R&D expenses,
R&D expenses ratio

Capital expenditures

(Billion ¥)

(Billion ¥)
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12.7%
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10.4%
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3.0
47.5

2.5

39.1

40.0

2.0

20.0

1.0

0
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0
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	R&D expenses
	R&D expenses ratio

*1 Source: IDC Japan, Japan Server Quarterly Model Analysis 2011Q1 (2010 calendar year)
*2 Source: Nikkei Computer (15th Customer Satisfaction Survey, August 18, 2010 issue); 1st place Web application server software category/1st place integrated
operation management software category/1st place network equipment category

In the UC business, NEC unveiled a new product
portfolio in February 2011. This product portfolio can be
easily integrated with IT using virtualization software. NEC
aims to offer these products globally by making them
more attractive through features such as sophisticated
IT-network integration and compatibility with smartphones
and other new devices. Meanwhile, customers have been
seeking to utilize communication tools, security platforms
and other office solution platforms as services. In response,
NEC plans to provide such office solution platforms on a full
scale as a UNIVERGE service based on the portfolio, with
the view to enhancing efficiency and power savings in
offices. Furthermore, NEC will also focus on strategic
products for emerging countries which started to roll-out in
January 2011. NEC aims to become a global leading
player in terms of both products and services.
In the common infrastructure for cloud business, NEC
will provide a range of software centered on support for
cloud services, which will drive its “C&C Cloud Strategy.”
This includes software for operation and management for
cloud, and efficient use of resources, as well as high-speed
processing of large volumes of data.
NEC has launched the “UNIVERGE PF Series,” leading
ahead of its industry. The new products are equipped with
the new network control technology “OpenFlow”. Nippon
Express Co., Ltd. has adopted “UNIVERGE PF Series” to
reduce network operating costs. “UNIVERGE PF Series”
has received many accolades in Japan and abroad,
including the “Best of Interop 2011” award in the
infrastructure category at Interop Las Vegas 2011, and
“Best of Show Award” in three categories at Interop Tokyo
2011. Going forward, NEC intends to actively market
“UNIVERGE PF Series” as a next-generation network

Working Style Renovation Concept
C&C Office
Working Space Expansion

When needed,
any time, any place
Collaboration
Everywhere

Remote Access

Office Cloud
Services

VPN

ProgrammableFlow Controller
“UNIVERGE PF6800”

ProgrammableFlow Switch
“UNIVERGE PF5240”

Share of Japanese
PC Server Market

Express5800 series

Share of Global
Enterprise Telephony
Market

(volume shipment basis)

(seat license shipment
basis)
E
4.5%

Others
6.5%

C
13.0%

Source: IDC Japan *1

A
15.2%
B
13.7%

G
3.1%

D
8.5%

B
20.2%

Others
33.4%

NEC

24.6%

F
3.4%
A
22.7%

E
5.5%

NEC

10.2%
D
7.3%

C
8.1%

Source: Gartner *3

virtualization platform.
In the server business, NEC will provide PC servers that
feature eco-friendly, high-density installation supported,
and enhanced manageability, mainly to the data center
market worldwide. To be a global supplier, NEC will take
full advantage of the global sales channels developed in
its enterprise network business, while working to win new
customers in emerging markets.
NEC will continue working to strengthen its
competitiveness, including deploying a common platform
for hardware design and development concepts, and
extending its software productivity enhancement across
the company.

Mobile utilization
VPCC+VoIP

Paperless
Documents
management

Teleconference

Phone

Communications
Enhancement
Video conference

Groupware

*3 Source: Gartner, “Market Share: Enterprise Telephony Equipment, Worldwide 2010” 29 March 2011 (Seat license shipment basis, 2010 calendar year)
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CARRIER NETWORK BUSINESS
NEC supplies equipment required for network implementation to telecom
carriers, along with network control platform systems and operating
services. NEC’s wealth of experience in large-scale network implementation
and strong technical capabilities contribute to the development of highly
reliable communications networks.

Shunichiro Tejima
Senior Vice President

Sales
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Fiscal 2011 Performance and
Main Accomplishments
Business segment sales decreased 3.5% year on year to
¥605.4 billion. This decrease mainly reflected the impact of
exchange rate fluctuations and delays with contractual
procedures for submarine cable systems, despite higher
domestic sales of wireless communications equipment and
of cable television-related systems.
Operating income rose ¥9.4 billion year on year to ¥40.7
billion, mainly due to streamlined costs and higher sales
from the second half of the fiscal year.
In fiscal 2011, NEC shipped wireless base stations for
NTT DOCOMO, INC.’s new LTE-based mobile phone
service Xi™ (read “Crossy”), along with related core
networks and Ethernet transmission equipment. NEC also
participated in LTE field trial projects with KDDI Corporation,
Telefónica Moviles Argentina S.A., a subsidiary of Telefónica
S.A. of Spain, and Globe Telecom, Inc. an associate of
Singapore Telecommunications Ltd. In this manner, NEC
built a solid track record in the latest LTE services both in
Japan and overseas. In addition, NEC started to see signs
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of recovery in the business environment. NEC won large
submarine cable system projects linking Japan and various
Asian countries, including the Asia Submarine-cable
Express system in January 2011 and South-East Asia
Japan Cable system in April 2011. Also, femtocell solutions
were supplied to telecom carriers in Norway and Russia.
In other areas, cumulative shipments of “PASOLINK,”
an ultra-compact microwave communications system,
reached 1.64 million units in 145 countries as of April 2011.
In this field, NEC launched the new “iPASOLINK” Series,
which extends its cover from access to metro area. NEC
has already received “iPASOLINK” orders from telecom
carriers in India, Turkey and other countries.
For Further Growth
Data traffic has been increasing with the rapid uptake of
smartphones and growing demand for mobile phones in
emerging countries, presenting major business opportunities
for NEC. In this environment, NEC is concentrating

R&D expenses,
R&D expenses ratio
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business resources in four areas where it can demonstrate
its own strengths and high market growth is expected:
wireless broadband access, mobile backhaul, submarine
cable systems, and services and management. NEC is
taking on the challenge of enhancing its position in global
markets while driving growth in net sales and earnings.
In wireless broadband access, NEC is striving to ensure
the completion of LTE projects currently under way in
Japan, and at the same time, working to develop business
globally. Specifically, NEC entered into an agreement with
Wuhan Research Institute of Post and Telecommunications
(WRI), China’s leading telecom equipment manufacturer,
to cooperate in development, manufacturing, sales and
maintenance in the LTE field. In femtocell solutions, NEC
has already signed commercial agreements with more
than 10 telecom carriers, primarily in Europe. NEC is now
actively pitching femtocell solutions in the Middle East,
Africa, Asia and other regions.
Mobile backhaul is expected to become an increasingly
important infrastructure supporting burgeoning data
traffic in step with growing demand for mobile phones in
emerging countries. NEC possesses the high-quality
wireless transmission technology bar none and conducts
efficient manufacturing activities at NEC Network Products,
Ltd. (former NEC Wireless Networks, Ltd.), a PASOLINK
production site. Harnessing these strengths, NEC will
maintain its competitive edge in markets going forward.
In submarine cable systems, data traffic is projected to
increase steadily, especially in the Asia-Pacific region. As
one of the world’s three major submarine cable system
providers, NEC is able to comprehensively supply products

trend and outlook
for data traffic
volume*1

Size of global market
for LTE equipment*1
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ranging from terminal equipment to submarine repeaters
and cables. Leveraging these strengths, NEC will look to
seize future business opportunities ahead.
In services and management, NEC will utilize the
strengths of NetCracker Technology Corp., which was
acquired in 2008. NetCracker has a global customer base,
along with strong solution capabilities in consulting, sales
and services. Harnessing these strengths, NEC will help
telecom carriers to reduce operating costs.
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Average annual growth rate: 92%
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200.0
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*1 Source: NEC estimates and projections based on data from various market research companies (calendar years).
*2 Source: Gartner “Market Share: Carrier Network Infrastructure, Worldwide, 2010” 22 March 2011 (2010 calendar year)
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Social Infrastructure business
NEC provides eco-friendly, reliable and secure systems and solutions
that contribute to a comfortable society. Through information and
communications technology (ICT), these systems and solutions support
the sophisticated operation of social infrastructure, including broadcasting
and video distribution systems, control systems, transportation and public
network systems, fire and disaster prevention systems, and aerospace
and defense systems.
Tomonori Nishimura
Senior Vice President

Sales
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Fiscal 2011 Performance and
Main Accomplishments
Business segment sales increased 0.7% year on year to
¥318.8 billion. This increase mainly reflected steady
growth in the social systems field including broadcasting,
transportation, and fire and disaster prevention systems,
despite a decline in sales in the aerospace and defense
systems fields due to government expenditure cutbacks
in Japan.
Operating income decreased ¥7.1 billion year on year
to ¥14.6 billion mainly owing to the influence of highly
profitable projects in the previous year and increased costs
for strengthening the development and sales organization
in the social systems field, despite efforts to reduce costs
and tighten risk management.
In fiscal 2011, NEC saw the rapid emergence of
replacement demand due to regional restructuring and
digitization of wireless communications networks of fire and
disaster prevention systems. NEC captured a high market
share by harnessing strengths in software-based wireless
technology and its extensive experience in large-scale
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fire-fighting command systems.
In addition, NEC is proposing systems that will support
efforts to reduce CO2 emissions in the logistics sector,
which accounts for 20% of CO2 emissions in Japan. In
fiscal 2011, NEC developed a telematics system called
“See-T Navi” in partnership with Yamato Transport Co.,
Ltd. to raise the efficiency of collection/delivery operations,
and to support safer and more environmentally friendly
vehicle operations.
Besides, NEC has been working to develop compact
infrared cameras for security, thermography and other
applications using its original uncooled infrared detector
technology. In fiscal 2011, NEC developed an uncooled
infrared camera called AEROEYE to support helicopter
operations at night or in poor visibility conditions, and
delivered the camera to the Tokyo Fire Department.
For Further Growth
NEC provides a broad range of security solutions
underpinning many different areas, from national and
regional security to the protection of individuals and

R&D expenses,
R&D expenses ratio
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corporations, with the aim of supporting a more reliable,
safe, and comfortable society. In recent years, demand
has grown for the digitization of wireless communications
networks, which underpin transportation safety for
expressways, and public transit such as railways, as well
as reliable communications in the fire and disaster
prevention fields. Particularly, replacement demand for fire
and disaster prevention systems is expected to grow
continuously over the next several years, driven by regional
restructuring and the digitization of wireless communications
networks. NEC continues to reinforce its operating
structure in this field.
Furthermore, nationwide multimedia broadcasting for
mobile terminals will enter service using remnant terrestrial
analog broadcasting frequencies. Here, NEC will help to
develop systems spanning program production to
transmission (digital broadcasting) in support of the
convergence of communications and broadcasting.
Similarly, the intelligent transportation system (ITS) field is
studying the feasibility of developing vehicle-to-vehicle and
road-to-vehicle communications also using these remnant
frequencies. In this area, NEC will help to develop
technologies and build infrastructure that reduces traffic
congestion and accidents.
Moreover, NEC offers ITS telematics solutions which help
to reduce CO2 emissions in the logistics field by facilitating
safe and environmentally friendly driving and raising the
efficiency of logistics operations. Looking ahead, NEC aims
to expand this business by extending telematics solutions
from commercial to personal vehicles and entering the ASP
service* business using cloud computing.
In other areas, NEC offers building solutions that enable
integrated facility management for security and power

High-performance fire-fighting command center
to support rapid-response fire and disaster
prevention and rescue activities (Fire and disaster
prevention systems).

Digital terrestrial TV transmitters for
overseas markets (Broadcasting
and video distribution systems)

The ASNARO is equipped with
the NEXTAR small standard
satellite bus module.

consumption within a building. Also, NEC is currently
participating in various smart grid demonstration trials.
Going forward, NEC will roll out power control solutions
that address the introduction of renewable energy and
multiplying means of electricity trading, which are expected
to advance further.
NEC set up the Overseas Business Strategy Office in
September 2010 to promote overseas development of
systems that support the advanced use of social
infrastructure developed in Japan. Collaboration with
partner companies and government agencies in fields
such as expressways, railways, waterworks, fire and
disaster prevention and space applications, NEC will
strive to increase sales in emerging markets such as
Asian countries, as well as Latin America and Africa, as it
works to drive overseas business expansion forward.

Infrared camera AEROEYE IRV-3200H with a
photograph taken by the camera

* ASP (Application Service Provider) service: A service where access to applications is provided to customers over the Internet.
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Personal Solutions Business
NEC supplies individuals and enterprises with smartphones, mobile phones,
personal computers, Internet services, display solutions and other products.
It is also engaged in the creation of new terminal devices that serve as
interfaces between cloud computing and users, and services that add value
to such terminals. Harnessing cutting-edge technology, NEC develops
products and services that are simple and convenient for everyone.
Takemitsu Kunio
Senior Vice President

Operating income (loss), when users leave their seats, and a model that displays
Operating income ratio changes in PC power consumption. As a result, NEC’s PCs
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Fiscal 2011 Performance and
Main Accomplishments
Business segment sales increased 3.9% year on year to
¥766.5 billion. This increase was mainly due to the business
integration with Casio Hitachi Mobile Communications Co.,
Ltd. and an increase in sales in the overseas display
solutions business, despite sluggish mobile phone sales.
The segment posted an operating loss of ¥1.9 billion, a
change of ¥20.8 billion from operating income in the
previous year. This was mainly due to weak sales of mobile
phones and increased development expenses for
smartphones and other new devices.
In fiscal 2011, NEC launched the MEDIAS N-04C
smartphone in the Japanese market. This model features
the world’s thinnest*1 7.7 mm profile—it weighs an ultra-light
105 g—and is equipped with multiple convenient functions.
Furthermore, NEC launched a notebook PC for individual
customers with new features like a high audio-quality
YAMAHA sound system and 3D display functionality. NEC
also unveiled an energy-efficient PC model for enterprises
featuring a function that automatically turns off monitors
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held on to the top share of the Japanese market*2.
NEC also introduced Android™-based tablet devices
such as the Cloud Communicator LT-W, which features
operability equivalent to a PC using a built-in keyboard.
Moreover, in fiscal 2011, NEC agreed to a strategic
partnership with Lenovo Group Limited in order to drive
growth in the PC business through a more powerful market
position, enhanced product portfolio and expanded
distribution channels.
For Further Growth
Looking ahead, NEC will focus on achieving global business
expansion with smartphones, promote new businesses for
tablet devices, and develop leaner operations.
In the mobile phone business, NEC will strive to expand
business by supplying models that combine NEC’s
proprietary thin-profile and lightweight technologies with
Casio Hitachi Mobile Communications’ water-proof, dustproof and shock-resistant technologies to customers.

R&D expenses,
R&D expenses ratio
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*1 Among 3G mobile phones, as of February 24, 2011 (Source: NEC CASIO Mobile Communications, Ltd. research)
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In smartphones, which are projected to rapidly penetrate
global markets, NEC will concentrate on enhancing its
product lineup, price competitiveness and regional
product penetration.
First, NEC will enhance its product lineup by
strengthening ties with developers and manufacturers of
operating systems and chipsets that are commonly used in
smartphones, and incorporate cutting-edge technology
from each company as early as possible.
Next, NEC will enhance price competitiveness by increasing
volume shipments per model through development of
global base models. Each global model will be customized
according to the needs of each region, underpinning NEC’s
global business expansion. In addition, NEC will apply
production expertise developed in Japan to outsourced
production overseas, in order to sharpen its cost
competitiveness.
Finally, NEC intends to increase regional product
penetration. To this end, NEC will expand business globally
by stationing marketing personnel in each local market.
NEC first aims to expand its presence in the North American
market, and then steadily make inroads into Europe and
emerging countries.
As with smartphones, tablet devices are tipped for
substantial market growth going forward. In this market,
NEC will offer thin, lightweight tablet devices, as well as
provide vertical solutions from networks, service platforms
to devices.
NEC will also respond to the needs of business
customers who provide various services in fields such as
electronic books, educational services, electric power and
housing by offering distinctive product lineups featuring
dual-screen tablet devices and other product innovations.
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Business expansion will also be driven by tablet devices
sales through telecom carriers, large-scale retailers and
other channels.
In addition to these measures, NEC aims to develop
leaner operations through continuous efforts to enhance its
quality and responsiveness to market developments by
bolstering manufacturing capabilities at production centers
in Japan.
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R&D and Intellectual Assets Strategy
Based on its three long-term research visions, NEC is promoting R&D
activities that contribute to realizing an “information society friendly to
humans and the earth,” while closely tying these activities to its intellectual
assets and standardization strategies.
R&D Strategy
In order to create “an information society friendly to
humans and the earth,” which is asserted in the NEC
Group Vision 2017, it is important to increase both human
creativity and vitality, while developing a sustainable
society. To this end, NEC has established three long-term
research visions as the foundation of its long-term R&D
efforts, with the aim of realizing this vision. These are: 1)
“Symbiosis,” defined as harmony between people and
society, people and IT, and all people; 2) “Ecology,” which
is mutual prosperity and harmony with the earth; and 3)

“Dependable,” which refers to creating a safe and secure
society. These three visions define the directions in which
we will deepen our technologies through R&D activities
over the long term.
 Over the medium term, NEC will closely follow this
long-term R&D policy, as it establishes key research areas
to expand and enhance “C&C Cloud Strategy” related
businesses, the Smart Energy and Green business, and
other operations. At the same time, we will focus on
producing research achievements that support the
realization of the goals laid out in “V2012”.

Enhance R&D Activities Based on Three Long-term Research
Visions for Realizing the NEC Group Vision 2017
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—Realizing a harmonious coexistence
between people and the information
society, supporting the use of
global knowledge—
This refers to technology that will help people
to gather the necessary information from the
overwhelming amount of information in the
world and assist them in understanding that
information. In other words, we will develop
technology that will serve as a bridge
between people and the information society,
and help both to develop and grow. In the
future, we aim to develop technology that will
support mutual understanding among
people, and support co-creation utilizing
knowledge from around the world.

—Controlling ecosystems on a global
scale—
In addition to energy-saving technologies, we
will develop technologies to create new
energy, store energy, reuse and redistribute
energy to ensure its effective use. By applying
information technology to energy, we make it
possible to ascertain, manage and control its
use. We will aim to establish autonomous
and diversified technologies for energy that
can be applied to the global ecosystem.

—Creating social infrastructure
systems that do not shut down—
We are developing technologies that will
predict and prevent the failure of social
infrastructure systems that require a high
degree of reliability, such as energy networks,
traffic networks, and distribution networks, as
well as make these systems more efficient
through coordination among systems.
Ultimately, we aim to develop autonomous
systems that recover on their own without
stopping even if a malfunction occurs.
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Main R&D Achievements in Fiscal 2011
In fiscal 2011, NEC developed a new video content
identification technology that instantly detects illegal video
copies. This technology was accepted as part of the
MPEG-7 international standard for video identification. In
addition, NEC developed a cloud-based charging system
that enables charging infrastructure for electric vehicles to
be deployed over a wide area, and is taking steps to
commercialize this system.
In other areas, NEC developed cloud computing
infrastructure technologies that enable systems to easily
scale while maintaining high dependability for mission
critical systems for enterprises, government bodies,
telecom carriers and others. These technologies address
the rapid increase in the amount of data processed by
these systems. NEC also developed a technology that
makes LTE base station installation work more efficient by
automatically optimizing the parameters of each base
station. LTE is a next-generation mobile communications
standard. Another achievement was the development of a

thin and flexible Organic Radical Battery (ORB) with
significantly enhanced reliability and output. This ORB is
expected to be used in IC cards and wearable devices in
the future.
Turning to the contribution of R&D achievements to
business operations, NEC developed the world’s first
next-generation network products equipped with OpenFlow
technologies, namely a “ProgrammableFlow Controller”
and “ProgrammableFlow Switch”. Another achievement
was the application of NEC’s face recognition technologies
to its “NeoFace Ver. 3.0” facial detection/comparison
engine. NEC’s face recognition technologies received the
world’s top ranking in the Biometric Grand Challenge’s
“Still-Face” Challenge Problem carried out by the U.S.
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST).
Going forward, NEC will continue to promote marketoriented R&D activities and work to continuously drive
innovation to support the NEC Group with an emphasis
on enhancing R&D efficiency and accelerating the
commercialization of new technologies.

Video Content Identification Technology That Detects Illegal Video
Copies Instantly
Today, the Internet hosts a multitude of video
content, but included among this content are
numerous illegally copied or altered videos.
Therefore, copyright infringement of the original
video content has become a major issue for
content holders and service providers.
In response, NEC has developed video
content identification technology that

automatically detects such illegally copied or
altered video instantly. This technology
generates a unique fingerprint (video signature)
to identify video content. Video signatures are
extracted from frames based on differences in
the luminance between sets of sub-regions on
a frame. The technology then compares these
video signatures to the signatures of the

Video Signature Generation Process

Achieves both robustness and identification by analyzing
images (frames) using various scales and patterns
Employs various scales and
patterns to detect partial
alterations

Frame

Sub-region
extraction

Enhanced frame identification
performance using differences
in luminance

Luminance
differential
Calculation of
confidence level

Low

High

Simplified matching
process to achieve
high-speed processing

Three-value
quantization

Signature

Improved video matching
accuracy by adding
confidence level

original content for identification.
Because the video signature requires very
little storage memory, the technology can
match approximately 1,000 hours of video in 1
second using the processing speed of a typical
home PC. Furthermore, the technology can
accurately detect not only simple video copies,
but also video that has been traditionally difficult
to detect. This includes video content that has
been altered through caption and ticker
overlays and other means, as well as video
camera-captured copies.
In a technology evaluation conducted by an
international standardization organization, the
technology achieved an average detection rate
of 96% at a very low false alarm rate of 5 ppm
(5 in one million) when tested against various
video content altered with malicious intent. As a
result, the technology was approved as part of
ISO/IEC 15938-3/Amd.4: MPEG-7 Video
Signature Tools, an international standard for
identification technology of video content.
 Looking ahead, NEC intends to use this
technology to provide a variety of applications,
including the provision of services and
information linked to promotional videos,
surveys to track content usage, and advertising
distribution linked to video viewing history.
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Intellectual Assets Strategy
NEC positions intellectual assets as “the foundation for the
NEC Group’s business competitiveness and stability,” and
is working to strengthen its intellectual assets from both
quality and quantity standpoints. Specifically, NEC is
concentrating on establishing a global patent network,
to support achieving an overseas sales ratio of 50% as
targeted in the NEC Group Vision 2017. One key focus is
the core areas set forth in “V2012”, including “C&C Cloud
Strategy” related businesses and the Smart Energy and
Green business. In these areas, NEC is carrying out
Group-wide strategic patent projects on a global basis to
obtain strong patents and patents that are being utilized.
The NEC Group owns approximately 68,000 patents

worldwide, including approximately 24,000 patents in
Japan (as of March 2011).
Furthermore, NEC believes that participating in
standards initiatives will help create and expand
businesses, and will also contribute to the stable offering
of products and services. In addition to pursuing a
business model that utilizes standardization, NEC is
engaged strategically in standardization activities by
actively participating in standardization entities both in
Japan and overseas. Also, as part of external
engagements with intellectual assets, NEC is actively
pursuing licensing activities to reduce business risks and
expand business opportunities.

Development of Cloud-Based Charging System Enabling wide-area
Deployment of Networked Electric Vehicle Charging Infrastructure
The popularization of electric vehicles (EVs) will
be a crucial step to realizing a low-carbon
society, and is therefore attracting a lot of public
interest. Charging infrastructure for EVs will
play a pivotal role in support of the full-scale
uptake of EVs.
 EV charging facilities can be installed in a
variety of locations such as service stations

(gas stations) convenience stores, shopping
centers, theme parks, train stations and
airports, because charging services can be
provided wherever a supply of electricity is
available. However, when deploying charging
facilities over a wide area, EV charging
service providers require infrastructure to
efficiently operate and maintain charging

Schematic of Charging Infrastructure Using the “C&C Cloud”
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facilities. It is also important to ensure that EV
users can utilize charging services from any
charging facility, without being restricted by
differences in EV charging service providers.
To this end, there is a need to ensure
compatibility with many different authentication
and billing methods, and establish links
among the charging systems of EV charging
service providers.
NEC has developed a cloud-based charging
system that enables EV charging service
providers to gather and manage information
about charging facility usage and technical
issues, as well as upgrade charging facility
software and perform other related tasks via a
network. The system is made possible by linking
the maintenance and operating functions of
charging facilities with the “cloud.” Because EV
charging service providers will be able to maintain
and operate charging facilities remotely, they will
be able to operate unstaffed charging facilities.
This will facilitate the deployment of charging
facilities in a variety of locations. In addition, by
installing FeliCa multi-service card reader/writer
systems in charging facilities, the system can be
made to accept a variety of electronic money
through links with cloud-based electronic money
platforms. In these ways, the system will help to
develop user-friendly charging infrastructure for
both EV charging service providers and users.
 Looking ahead, NEC will trial the new system
together with partner companies, with the aim
of commencing commercial operation of the
system within fiscal 2012.

Activities for contributing to the environment
and society
In this section, NEC presents its environmental management and
corporate citizenship activities, from the standpoint of corporate social
responsibility (CSR).
Environmental Management Activities
To contribute on the environmental front to realizing the
NEC Group Vision 2017, NEC formulated an action plan
in June 2010 called the NEC Group Environmental
Management Action Plan 2017/2030. Under the plan,
NEC is promoting environmental management based on
three key perspectives—low carbon, ecosystem and
biodiversity preservation, and resource recycling and
conservation.
From the low carbon perspective, in fiscal 2011, NEC
helped to reduce 2.12 million tons of CO2 emissions of its
customers and society through various “entirely ecofriendly” IT solutions for offices, data centers,
manufacturing and logistics. Also, NEC reduced the
energy consumption of its products by 53% in fiscal 2011
compared with products in fiscal 2006.
From the perspective of ecosystem and biodiversity
preservation, NEC aims to double the scope of its
corporate citizenship program designed to promote
biodiversity preservation by fiscal 2018, compared with
fiscal 2010. In fiscal 2011, NEC formulated guidelines and
enhanced its activities with 6,211 individual participants in
its global biodiversity preservation program.
In resource recycling and conservation, NEC unveiled
in August 2010, the development of a new bioplastic
produced from non-edible plant ingredients that pose no
concern about encroaching on food supplies. The new
bioplastic has a plant ratio of more than 70%. Looking
ahead, NEC plans to promote various activities with the
aim of using bioplastics in all core products.
Response to Power Shortages
In preparation for power shortages caused by the Great
East Japan Earthquake that struck in March 2011, NEC
has implemented response measures at Group offices
and production sites within the service areas of Tokyo
Electric Power Company, Inc. and Tohoku Electric
Power Co., Inc. Measures include removing lights,
reducing air conditioning usage, and suspending the

operation of some elevators at these locations.
Furthermore, NEC will implement various power
conservation measures, including concentrating shifts
on weekends and other holidays at its offices and
plants, and certain affiliated companies within the Tokyo
Electric Power service area during the summer, in
addition to using natural gas as a power source and
operating private power generators. Through these
measures, the NEC Group aims to reduce its peak
power consumption by 15% from fiscal 2011 in the
Tokyo Electric Power Company and Tohoku Electric
Power Company service areas.
Restoration and Recovery Efforts in
Areas Devastated by the Great East Japan
Earthquake
NEC is a provider of IT and network solutions underpinning
social infrastructure. As such, NEC extended business
continuity support immediately after the earthquake to its
clients, namely local governments, telecom carriers,
hospitals and companies in the disaster stricken areas,
by restoring their infrastructure systems. Furthermore,
the NEC Group has put its collective strengths behind
restoration and recovery efforts in the areas. We have
provided more than ¥100 million in relief money, and
products and services, while our employees have
conducted volunteer activities.



Volunteers at work in the disaster zone

NEC’s inclusion in major socially responsible
investment (SRI) indexes:
• Dow Jones Sustainability World Index, SAM Gold Class
• FTSE4Good Global Index
• ETHIBEL EXCELLENCE
• MS-SRI Morningstar Socially Responsible Investment Index
Please visit the NEC website at the following URL for further details on NEC’s
CSR activities.
http://www.nec.co.jp/csr/en/
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
(As of July 1, 2011)

In recognition of the fact that reliable corporate governance is essential to
the maximization of corporate value, NEC is committed to strengthening its
corporate governance practices through (1) assurance of transparent and
sound management, (2) realization of prompt decision making and business
execution, (3) clarification of accountability and (4) timely, appropriate and fair
disclosure of information.
CORPORATE GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE
NEC has adopted the corporate auditor system of
corporate governance, as illustrated in the chart below.
NEC has introduced a corporate officer system to
separate management supervision from business
execution and implement business operations based on
prompt decision-making. This has involved transferring
substantial authority for business execution from the
Board of Directors to corporate officers. The total number
of directors was reduced from 15 to 13 at the Ordinary
General Meeting of Shareholders held on June 22, 2011.
NEC has also been strengthening the supervisory
functions of the Board of Directors by ensuring that 5 of
the 13 directors are outside directors who will have no
conflicting interests with NEC’s general shareholders.
Furthermore, NEC has been working to improve
transparency of personnel matters of directors and
corporate auditors and remuneration of directors and
corporate officers by making decisions on such matters
based on the results of discussions by the Nomination and
Compensation Committee. NEC has also put in place
personnel and systems to reinforce the functions of the
corporate auditor’s audit, while encouraging closer
cooperation among NEC’s corporate auditors, internal
auditing division and accounting auditors.

NEC has formulated a Company-wide strategy for
realizing the NEC’s Group Vision 2017. To this end,
NEC appointed inside directors as chief officers in July
2011 to lead business unit operations and promote
business development.
NEC believes that its corporate governance is functioning
adequately under the current system described above.
Nonetheless, NEC will make continuous improvements
to this system in line with changes in the business
environment in order to establish an optimal corporate
governance system.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
NEC’s Board of Directors consists of 13 members, 5 of
whom are outside directors. The Board of Directors
holds regular meetings once a month, in principle, and
extraordinary meetings as necessary to determine
important matters related to business execution, including
business realignment, funding plans and financing and
investment, as well as matters concerning business plans.
NEC reduced the size of its Board of Directors by 2
members from 15 members at the Ordinary General
Meeting of Shareholders held on June 22, 2011. NEC will
strive to ensure even sounder management through
greater discussion at meetings of the Board of Directors
as a result of this move.

Corporate Governance Structure
GENERAL MEETING OF SHAREHOLDERS
Elect and Dismiss
Audit

Elect and Dismiss

Management/
Supervision

Board of Directors

Board of
Corporate Auditors

Accounting
Auditors
Cooperate

Elect and Dismiss

Audit

5 Corporate Auditors,
including 3 Outside Corporate Auditors

13 Directors
Chairman of the Board
President
6 Chief Officers
5 Outside Directors

Cooperate
Cooperate

Corporate
Auditing Bureau

corporate staff with expertise
related to internal audits, etc.
(approx. 50 members)

Business
Execution
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Nomination and
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corporate officers and executive general
managers of business units, etc.

(Corporate Officers)
Business Units/Corporate Staff/Affiliate Companies

NEC appoints as outside directors the personnel who
will have no conflicting interests with NEC’s general
shareholders and who have experience of corporate
management and deep insight for the purpose of
(i) strengthening the supervisory functions over business
execution; (ii) obtaining a broad range of advice on
corporate management; and (iii) enhancing accountability
for management.
 Aiming to ensure that these roles and functions
expected of outside directors are properly fulfilled, NEC
has been working to enhance deliberations by the Board
of Directors through such means as briefing outside
directors in advance on particularly important proposals to
be put forward to the meetings of the Board of Directors.
NEC also provides support to outside directors in order
to facilitate their understanding of the NEC Group, such as
by organizing tours of business sites and exhibitions of
NEC and its subsidiaries. Furthermore, since June 2004
the term of directors has been set at one year in order to
clarify their responsibility for management every fiscal year.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE AND BUSINESS
PROGRESS COMMITTEE
The Executive Committee, which comprises around 20
corporate officers, discusses important NEC Group
management issues such as management policies and
strategies. This committee extensively discusses matters
of particular importance prior to putting them forward to
the meetings of the Board of Directors for approval. In
doing so, the committee enhances the deliberations and
ensures appropriate decision making.
Meanwhile, the Business Progress Committee
comprises corporate officers, executive general managers
of business units and other members. This committee
deliberates and reports on matters related to the status of
the NEC Group’s business execution, such as monitoring
progress with respect to meeting budgets adopted by the
Board of Directors, with the aim of sharing management
information and promoting execution efficiency.

NOMINATION and COMPENSATION COMMITTEE
NEC has established the Nomination and Compensation
Committee to enhance transparency of personnel matters
of directors and corporate auditors and remuneration of
directors and corporate officers. The committee consists
of five members, including three outside directors. This
committee deliberates on (i) personnel matters for
directors, representative directors and corporate auditors,
the chairman of the Board, and the president and (ii) the
remuneration system and level of compensation for
directors, representative directors and corporate officers
from an objective perspective. The committee reports the
results of its deliberations to the Board of Directors.

BOARD OF CORPORATE AUDITORS
(CORPORATE AUDITORS)
NEC has appointed corporate auditors and established
the Board of Corporate Auditors pursuant to the Company
Law of Japan. NEC has five corporate auditors, three of
whom are outside corporate auditors. Furthermore, the
Board of Corporate Auditors holds regular meetings once
a month and extraordinary meetings as necessary,
decides on audit policies, standards, and other matters,
and receives status reports on audits and on other matters
from each corporate auditor.

Furthermore, NEC appoints as corporate auditors the
personnel who have the knowledge and experience
necessary for audits, such as considerable expertise in
finance and accounting or experience as an attorney at
law, and strengthen the auditing functions of the corporate
auditors. The corporate auditors who have considerable
expertise in finance and accounting are as follows:
Takao Ono	Experience as former General Manager of
the Corporate Controller Division, the
Corporate Finance and IR Division and the
Internal Control Division, and Director in
charge of accounting, corporate finance
and internal control over financial reporting
Satoshi Itoh	Extensive auditing experience as a
Certified Public Accountant for many years
 Hideo Yamada	Experience in teaching and research in
the fields of corporate finance and
accounting at universities and other
institutions as an expert in corporate
management strategy
NEC appoints outside corporate auditors of
independence who will have no conflicting interests with
NEC’s general shareholders, in order to ensure that audits
are conducted from a neutral and objective perspective.
The full-time corporate auditors strive to establish a
governance structure for the entire NEC Group by
cooperating with full-time corporate auditors of subsidiaries.
The corporate auditors are taking steps to strengthen
cooperation with the internal auditing division. These steps
include receiving reports and exchanging opinions with the
internal auditing division on audit results regularly or as
necessary, as well as receiving reports from the same
division on the status of the “NEC Helpline,” a compliance
hotline for employees and contractors to report issues
concerning possible breaches of corporate ethics,
compliance and other similar matters. In addition, the
corporate auditors cooperate with the outside directors,
mainly by exchanging opinions on audits. The corporate
auditors are also stepping up cooperation with the
accounting auditors, such as by receiving briefings on
financial audits covering status reports on their audits and
audit plans, as well as on audits of the internal control
systems based on the Financial Instruments and
Exchange Law, and exchanging opinions on their audits.
NEC has established the Corporate Auditors Office with
approximately 5 corporate staff members to assist with
the corporate auditors’ audit activities.

CORPORATE AUDITING BUREAU
(INTERNAL AUDITING DIVISION)
NEC has established the Corporate Auditing Bureau as an
internal auditing division reporting directly to the President
of NEC. This Bureau consists of approximately 50
corporate staff members with expertise in internal auditing.
The Corporate Auditing Bureau performs audits of the
NEC Group in cooperation with the internal auditing
sections of NEC subsidiaries to ensure legal, appropriate
and efficient execution of business activities, and identifies
issues and proposes improvements.
The Corporate Auditing Bureau is taking steps to
strengthen cooperation with the accounting auditors by
reporting on audit results and exchanging opinions with
them regularly.
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ACCOUNTING AUDITORS
In fiscal 2011, the independent audit of NEC was
performed by three certified public accountants of KPMG
AZSA LLC: Hideki Amano, Yasushi Hamada and Masafumi
Tanabu. The independent audit was assisted by 41
certified public accountants, 45 assistant accountants
and 31 other individuals.

RELATIONSHIPS WITH OUTSIDE DIRECTORS AND
OUTSIDE CORPORATE AUDITORS
NEC conducts business transactions with Sumitomo Mitsui
Banking Corporation (“SMBC"), for which the President and
Chief Executive Officer is Takeshi Kunibe, who is an outside
director of NEC. These transactions include sales of NEC’s
products and provision of services including, without
limitation, system construction, operation and maintenance.
In addition, NEC has borrowings from SMBC.
NEC entered into agreements with the outside directors
and outside corporate auditors to limit their liabilities as
stipulated in Paragraph 1, Article 423 of the Company Law
to the higher of ¥20 million or the amount provided in the
Company Law and the regulation for enforcement of the
Company Law on condition that they perform their duties
as directors or corporate auditors in good faith and
without gross negligence.

STIPULATIONS IN NEC’s ARTICLES OF
INCORPORATION
NEC stipulates in its Articles of Incorporation that the
number of directors shall be no more than 20, and that the
quorum required for the approval of a resolution on the
election of directors shall be one-third of all the voting
rights of the shareholders entitled to exercise their voting
rights. NEC also stipulates in its Articles of Incorporation
that it may determine matters provided for in each item
of Paragraph 1, Article 459 of the Company Law by a
resolution of the Board of Directors unless otherwise
provided by the relevant laws and regulations, in order to
conduct the distribution of surplus and acquisition of NEC’s
shares and other matters expeditiously. Furthermore, NEC
stipulates in its Articles of Incorporation that the quorum
required for the approval of a resolution by the general
meetings of shareholders, as stipulated in Paragraph 2,
Article 309 of the Company Law, shall be one-third of all
the voting rights of the shareholders entitled to exercise
their voting rights. This is to ensure the smooth operation
of the general meetings of shareholders.

INTERNAL CONTROL SYSTEMS
NEC has formulated a “Basic Policy on Internal Control
Systems” as a policy for development of systems
necessary to ensure that the execution of duties by
directors complies with laws and regulations and the
articles of incorporation and other systems necessary to
ensure the properness of operations.
NEC shall endeavor to establish and operate its internal
control systems more effectively, through continuous
evaluation of the implementation of the internal control
systems under this policy as well as taking measures
necessary for its improvement, and conducting consistent
reviews of this basic policy in response to changes in the
business environment.
NEC assessed the status of the implementation of its
internal control systems for fiscal 2011 and confirmed that
it has established and operated its internal control systems
properly based on the Policy.
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Below is an outline of systems based on the “Basic
Policy on internal control systems”:
1 In order to ensure that the directors and employees
perform their duties in compliance with laws,
regulations, and NEC’s articles of incorporation, the
directors and corporate officers take the lead in
practicing and striving to make known the “NEC Group
Charter of Corporate Behavior” and the “NEC Group
Code of Conduct,” both of which were adopted to
establish business ethics standards for the NEC Group
and to ensure compliance with laws and regulations,
the articles of incorporation and internal rules. NEC
encourages the use of the NEC Helpline, a compliance
hotline, and strives to identify breaches or facts that
may constitute breaches as early as possible.
2 NEC properly conducts the storage and management
of information in accordance with applicable laws,
regulations and internal rules.
3 NEC implements risk management systems efficiently
and comprehensively under a consistent policy
throughout the NEC Group in accordance with internal
rules. Business divisions properly implement risk
management systems related to their operations and
corporate staff divisions support such business
divisions’ activities. NEC fully deliberates matters of
importance from a risk management perspective such
as its strategy to control important management risks.
Of these, matters of particular importance are reported
to the Board of Directors. The Corporate Auditing
Bureau conducts audits of the NEC Group’s risk
management system and the implementation status of
risk management in cooperation with internal auditing
section of subsidiaries.
4 In order to ensure that the directors perform their duties
efficiently, the Board of Directors delegates substantial
authority to corporate officers and promotes more
timely decision making concerning management of
business operations and effective performance of
duties. The corporate officers conduct business
efficiently in accordance with medium-term corporate
management goals and budgets determined by the
Board of Directors.
5 In order to ensure that the NEC Group conducts
operations appropriately, based on the “NEC Group
Management Policy”, NEC sends directors and
corporate auditors to subsidiaries as well as shares
information and conducts discussions on important
matters concerning the management of business
operations with subsidiaries. At the same time, NEC
gives instructions and assistance to subsidiaries with
respect to the establishment of systems for ensuring
compliance with laws and regulations, and ensuring
the properness of their business operations. The
Corporate Auditing Bureau conducts audits of
subsidiaries in cooperation with their internal auditing
sections to ensure proper operations.
6 From the perspective of ensuring proper and efficient
operations of the NEC Group, NEC also endeavors to
improve and standardize business processes, and further
strengthen internal control utilizing information systems.
7 Internal control over financial reporting of the NEC
Group will be evaluated, maintained and improved in
accordance with applicable laws and regulations.
8 NEC assigns full-time employees to assist the corporate
auditors in performing their duties. Performance
evaluations, personnel changes, disciplinary action and

other similar measures pertaining to these employees
are subject to the approval of the corporate auditors.
9 The directors and employees report on the status of
the performance of their duties and other matters, as
necessary.
0 In order to ensure that audits are performed effectively,
the corporate auditors exchange information and
consult with each other on the status of audits.
Furthermore, the corporate auditors periodically receive
reports on financial audits from the accounting auditors
and exchange opinions with them.
The aforementioned Basic Policy is disclosed in full on
NEC’s website at the following URL:
http://www.nec.co.jp/profile/en/internalcontrol.html

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STRUCTURE
NEC recognizes the importance of providing timely,
proper and fair disclosure to obtain a fair evaluation of its
corporate value from the capital markets. Accordingly,
NEC regularly strives to ensure that internal divisions and
subsidiaries have a clear understanding of timely disclosure
and other rules issued by financial instruments exchanges,
while establishing a framework for communication between
relevant internal head office divisions and subsidiaries.
Furthermore, NEC holds various events for the news
media, analysts and institutional investors. Examples
include management strategy presentations and quarterly
earnings presentations by senior management, as well as
business strategy presentations by various responsible
managers, including plant tours. Efforts are also focused
on improving disclosure of information on NEC’s website,
including the disclosure of materials, audio streams and
other information issued at presentations and other
events, both in Japanese and English, and enhancing
investor relations activities on a global scale, including
visiting overseas institutional investors. Disclosure to
individual investors includes presentations and a website
for these investors.

REMUNERATION FOR DIRECTORS AND
CORPORATE AUDITORS
The maximum total amounts of remuneration for directors
and corporate auditors are determined by a resolution at
the general meeting of shareholders.
 At NEC, remuneration for directors is determined by the
Board of Directors based on the results of deliberations of
this remuneration from an objective perspective by the
Nomination and Compensation Committee. Remuneration
for directors is determined according to their positions and
whether they are an outside director or not, while bonuses
for directors are calculated by adding an amount
determined based on an evaluation of the contribution of
their performance to the business results of NEC during
the previous fiscal year to an amount prescribed based on
their position. No bonuses are paid to outside directors.
 Remuneration for corporate auditors is calculated
under certain rules determined by the Board of Corporate
Auditors; no bonuses are paid to corporate auditors.
NEC abolished the retirement allowance system for
directors and corporate auditors at the close of the 168th
Ordinary General Meeting of Shareholders held on June
22, 2006.
 Remuneration for NEC’s directors and corporate
auditors for fiscal 2011 is as follows:

Fiscal 2011 remuneration


(Millions of yen)
Position

Total remuneration

Directors
(excluding Outside Directors)

Headcount

417

14

59

2

95

9

Corporate Auditors
(excluding Outside Corporate Auditors)

Outside Directors and Outside
Corporate Auditors

Notes: 1. T
 he above headcount includes 4 directors and a corporate auditor
who retired at the close of the 172nd Ordinary General Meeting of
Shareholders held on June 22, 2010.
2. Retirement allowance of ¥6,000,000 and ¥3,000,000 are scheduled
to be paid to one director and one corporate auditor, respectively,
who are to retire at the close of the 173rd Ordinary General Meeting
of Shareholders.
3. The maximum monthly remuneration for directors is ¥65,000,000
(Approved at the 153rd Ordinary General Meeting of Shareholders
held on June 27, 1991).
4. The maximum monthly remuneration for corporate auditors is
¥12,000,000 (approved at the 170th Ordinary General Meeting of
Shareholders held on June 23, 2008).

OWNERSHIP OF SHARES
As of March 31, 2011, the number of stocks classified as
investment securities held for purposes other than realizing
income and capital gain was 469 and the total balance
sheet amount of these stocks was ¥126,083 million. The
top 10 stocks based on the balance sheet amount (except
unlisted stocks) are as follows:
Top 10 Stocks Based on Balance Sheet Amount
As of March 31, 2011

Name of stock

Number of
shares
(Thousands
of shares)

Book value
(Millions
Holding
of yen)
Purpose

Elpida Memory, Inc.

7,740

8,290

1

Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd.

6,914

7,958

2

Anritsu Corporation

8,312

5,262

3

The Sumitomo Trust and
Banking Co., Ltd.

8,658

3,732

2

Meidensha Corporation

8,730

3,230

2

MS&AD Insurance Group
Holdings, Inc.

1,570

2,974

4

686

2,562

4

Taisho Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd.

1,100

1,980

2

Sumitomo Chemical Company
Limited

4,083

1,694

2

10

1,675

2

Nippon Telegraph and
Telephone Corporation

Seven Bank, Ltd.

Note: Figures less than one thousand are rounded down.
1 Due to the background of the establishment of the company as a joint

venture with a third party
2T
 o maintain and strengthen business relations with the company
3 At the request of the company
4 To maintain and strengthen business relations with the company and its

group companies

No stocks classified as investment securities are held
for the purposes of realizing income and capital gain.
In fiscal 2011, there was no stock classified as
investment securities for which the purpose of holding
changed from realizing income and capital gain to another
purpose, and vice versa.
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Directors and Corporate Auditors
(As of July 1, 2011)

Kaoru Yano

Nobuhiro Endo

Toshimitsu Iwanami

Yukihiro Fujiyoshi

Junji Yasui

Toshiyuki Mineno

Takashi Niino

Isamu Kawashima

Yoshinari Hara

Sawako Nohara

Kenji Miyahara

Hideaki Takahashi

Kaoru Yano
Nobuhiro Endo
Toshimitsu Iwanami
Yukihiro Fujiyoshi
Junji Yasui
Toshiyuki Mineno
Takashi Niino
Isamu Kawashima
Yoshinari Hara*1

Chairman of the Board (Representative Director)
President (Representative Director)
Senior Executive Vice President and Member of the Board (Representative Director)*3
Senior Executive Vice President and Member of the Board (Representative Director)*3
Executive Vice President and Member of the Board*3
Executive Vice President and Member of the Board*3
Senior Vice President and Member of the Board*3
Associate Senior Vice President and Member of the Board*3
Member of the Board
Chief Corporate Adviser,
[Independent Director]*4
Daiwa Securities Group Inc.
Member of the Board
President, IPSe Marketing, Inc.
[Independent Director]*4
Member of the Board
Honorary Adviser, Sumitomo Corporation
[Independent Director]*4
Member of the Board
Professor, Keio University,
[Independent Director]*4
Graduate School of Media and Governance
Member of the Board
President and Chief Executive Officer,
Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corporation

Directors

Sawako Nohara*1
Kenji Miyahara*1
Hideaki Takahashi*1
Takeshi Kunibe*1

Corporate
Auditors

Konosuke Kashima
Takao Ono
Satoshi Itoh*2
Ryoji Nakagawa*2
Hideo Yamada*2

Corporate Auditor
Corporate Auditor
Corporate Auditor
Corporate Auditor
Corporate Auditor

Takeshi Kunibe

Full-time
Full-time
Certified Public Accountant
Attorney at Law
Professor, Waseda University,
Graduate School of Commerce

[Independent Corporate Auditor]*4
[Independent Corporate Auditor]*4
[Independent Corporate Auditor]*4

*1 Outside directors as stipulated in Item 15 of Article 2 of the Company Law of Japan
*2 Outside corporate auditors as stipulated in Item 16 of Article 2 of the Company Law of Japan
*3 Chief officers responsible for formulating company-wide strategy, providing leadership to business units and promoting business development, in
order to achieve the NEC Group Vision 2017
*4 NEC has notified the securities exchanges of Tokyo, Osaka, Nagoya, Fukuoka and Sapporo, on which NEC has listed its shares, of the independent
directors and corporate auditors who will have no conflicting interests with NEC’s general shareholders, the criteria of which are defined by each of
these securities exchanges.
For further details on the directors and corporate auditors of NEC Corporation, please visit the following websites:
Directors:
http://www.nec.co.jp/profile/executives/directors.html
Corporate Auditors: http://www.nec.co.jp/profile/executives/auditors.html
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FINANCIAL SeCtION

CONteNtS

35 MANAGeMeNt’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
45 CONSOLIDAteD BALANCe SHeetS
47 CONSOLIDAteD StAteMeNtS OF OPerAtIONS
48 CONSOLIDAteD StAteMeNtS OF COMPreHeNSIve INCOMe
49 CONSOLIDAteD StAteMeNtS OF CHANGeS IN Net ASSetS
51 CONSOLIDAteD StAteMeNtS OF CASH FLOWS
53 NOteS tO CONSOLIDAteD FINANCIAL StAteMeNtS
95 INDePeNDeNt AUDItOrS’ rePOrt

Note: U.S. dollar amounts are translated from yen, for convenience only, at the rate of ¥83 = U.S.$1.
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Investor Information
Unit
Transfer Agent
for Common
Stock
Handling Agent
for Common
Stock
(Mailing
Address)

1,000 shares
The Sumitomo Trust & Banking Co., Ltd.
5-33, Kitahama 4-chome, Chuo-ku, Osaka
541-0041, Japan
Stock Transfer Agency Department,
The Sumitomo Trust & Banking Co., Ltd.
3-1 Yaesu 2-chome, Chuo-ku, Tokyo, Japan
Stock Transfer Agency Department,
The Sumitomo Trust & Banking Co., Ltd.
1-10, Nikkocho, Fuchu, Tokyo 183-8701, Japan

0120-176-417 (Toll free in Japan)
Stock Exchange Tokyo, Osaka, Nagoya, Fukuoka, Sapporo
(As of March 31, 2011)
Listings and
Quotations
(Telephone)

Composition of Shareholders
(Percentage of shares (%))
(As of March 31, 2011)
National and Local Governments

Foreign Investors

0.00%

25.32%

Financial Institutions

26.89%

Number of
shareholders:
279,583

Japanese
Individuals
and others

40.63%

Securities Companies

2.95%

Other Corporations

4.21%

Major Shareholders (Top 10) (As of March 31, 2011)
Name of Shareholders

The Master Trust Bank of Japan, Ltd. (Trust Account)
Japan Trustee Services Bank, Ltd. (Trust Account)
SSBT OD05 Omnibus Account-Treaty Clients
Japan Trustee Services Bank, Ltd. (Trust Account No.9)
Japan Trustee Services Bank, Ltd. (Trust Account No.4)
NEC Employee Shareholding Association
Nippon Life Insurance Company
Sumitomo Life Insurance Company
State Street Bank West Client-Treaty
Japan Trustee Services Bank, Ltd. (The Sumitomo Trust & Banking Co., Ltd.
Retrust Account/Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd. Employee Pension Trust Account)

Number of Shares
Held (Thousands
of shares)

Shareholding
Ratio (%)

115,740

4.45

109,153

4.20

71,632

2.76

50,402

1.94

47,029

1.81

46,442

1.79

41,977

1.61

41,000

1.58

23,413

0.90

22,880

0.88

Note: The shareholding ratio is calculated by excluding the number of treasury stock (5,461,748 shares).

Stock Price Range (Based on closing value on the Tokyo Stock Exchange, Stock Code: 6701)
Stock Price (Yen)
1,000
800
600
400
200
0

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

Year’s high ·········

916

·········

670

·········

605

………

397

·········

312

·········

Year’s low ·········

543

·········

376

·········

218

………

210

·········

162

·········

(On a quarterly basis for the years ended March 31)
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Corporate Overview
Company Name

NEC Corporation

Address

7-1, Shiba 5-chome, Minato-ku, Tokyo 108-8001, Japan

Established

July 17, 1899

President

Nobuhiro Endo

Capital

¥397.2 billion (As of March 31, 2011)

Shares of Common Stock Issued 2,604,732,635 shares (As of March 31, 2011)
Consolidated Net Sales

¥3,115.4 billion (Year ended March 31, 2011)

Business Segments

IT Services Business
Platform Business
Carrier Network Business
Social Infrastructure Business
Personal Solutions Business

Number of Employees

115,840 (NEC Corporation and consolidated subsidiaries)
(As of March 31, 2011)

Organization Chart

Sales Business Unit

International Sales and Operations Business Unit

Personal Solutions Business Unit

Social Infrastructure Solutions
 usiness Unit
B

Carrier Network Business Unit

Platform Business Unit

IT Services Business Unit

Intellectual Asset R&D Unit
Corporate Staff

Board of Directors
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Corporate Auditors

Investor Relations (IR) website

http://www.nec.co.jp/ir/en/
Posted on the NEC Investor Relations (IR) website are presentation
materials and other documents, NEC’s financial position and
business results, stock and bond information, and much more.
NEC constantly strives to enhance the disclosure on this website.

CAUTIONARY STATEMENTS:

This annual report contains forward-looking statements pertaining to strategies, financial targets, technology, products and services, and business performance of NEC
Corporation and its consolidated subsidiaries (collectively “NEC”). Written forward-looking statements may appear in other documents that NEC files with financial instruments
exchanges or regulatory authorities, such as the Director of the Kanto Finance Bureau, and in reports to shareholders and other communications. NEC is relying on certain
safe-harbors for forward-looking statements in making these disclosures. Some of the forward-looking statements can be identified by the use of forward-looking words such
as “believes,” “expects,” “may,” “will,” “should,” “seeks,” “intends,” “plans,” “estimates,” “targets,” “aims,” or “anticipates,” or the negative of those words, or other comparable
words or phrases. You can also identify forward-looking statements by discussions of strategy, beliefs, plans, targets, or intentions. Forward-looking statements necessarily
depend on currently available assumptions, data, or methods that may be incorrect or imprecise and NEC may not be able to realize the results expected by them. You
should not place undue reliance on forward-looking statements, which reflect NEC’s analysis and expectations only. Forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future
performance and involve inherent risks and uncertainties. A number of important factors could cause actual results to differ materially from those in the forward-looking
statements. Among the factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from such statements include (i) global economic conditions and general economic conditions
in NEC’s markets, (ii) fluctuating demand for, and competitive pricing pressure on, NEC’s products and services, (iii) NEC’s ability to continue to win acceptance of NEC’s
products and services in highly competitive markets, (iv) NEC’s ability to expand into foreign markets, such as China, (v) regulatory change and uncertainty and potential legal
liability relating to NEC’s business and operations, (vi) NEC’s ability to restructure, or otherwise adjust, its operations to reflect changing market conditions, (vii) movement of
currency exchange rates, particularly the rate between the yen and the U.S. dollar, (viii) the impact of unfavorable conditions or developments, including share price declines, in
the equity markets which may result in losses from devaluation of listed securities held by NEC, and (ix) impact of any regulatory action or legal proceeding against NEC. Any
forward-looking statements speak only as of the date on which they are made. New risks and uncertainties come up from time to time, and it is impossible for NEC to predict
these events or how they may affect NEC. NEC does not undertake any obligation to update or revise any of the forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new
information, future events, or otherwise.
The management targets included in this annual report are not projections, and do not represent management’s current estimates of future performance. Rather, they
represent targets that management will strive to achieve through the successful implementation of NEC’s business strategies.
Finally, NEC cautions you that the statements made in this annual report are not an offer of marketable securities for sale. Marketable securities may not be offered or sold in
any jurisdiction in which required registration is absent or an exemption from registration under the applicable securities laws is not granted.

Trademarks
• NEC is a registered trademark of NEC Corporation in Japan and other countries.
• All other names may be trademarks of their respective owners.
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